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Abstract
We give an alternative method for computing the matrix
argminkA− P kF;
where k  kF is the Frobenius norm and P is taken from the set of square matrices simul-
taneously diagonalized by a given orthogonal trigonometric transform. Specific examples are
given. © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In recent years the properties of several vector spaces of nn matrices have been
exploited to precondition the positive definite Toeplitz systems of equations using
the Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient Algorithm [8,10,18,3,1,5,9].
One such preconditioner, P; of a matrix, A; has been taken to be that element of
a set of matrices parameterized say, by 1; : : : ; n; which minimizes the Frobenius
norm of A− P . Typically the preconditioner is computed by solving the system
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@kA− Pk2F
@i
D 0; i D 1; : : : ; n: (1)
We describe herein an alternative method for computing P . Our method requires
that we have a basis for the parametric set and differs from that of [15,17] primarily
in our choice of basis and the resulting linear system to be solved.
We emphasize that in this paper we are presenting an alternative method for com-
puting known preconditioners. Formulas for preconditioners based on the First Sine
Transform have been presented in [1,5,9] and formulas for preconditioners based on
the other seven trigonometric transforms were first presented in [15].
The following definitions specify the type of parametric sets we consider.
Definition 1. Let T be an arbitrary, non-singular matrix. A matrix P is T -diagonal
if T −1PT is diagonal.
Definition 2. For a given T ; denote by DT the n-dimensional vector space of all
T -diagonal matrices.
Observe that for a fixed invertible T, DT is an inner product subspace of Cnn
with the following inner product.
Definition 3. Given n  n matrices A;B 2 Cnn, their inner product is given by
.A;B/ DPni;jD1 aij Nbij D trace.AB/:
Since .A;A/ D
Pn
i;jD1 jaj2ij

D kAk2F; this inner product clearly induces the
Frobenius norm.
2. The optimal preconditioner
The optimal circulant preconditioner was first described by Chan [10]. Chan com-
puted his preconditioner by solving Eq. (1) where P is drawn from the well-studied
class of circulant matrices [12]. The circulants have been used quite successfully
to precondition the Toeplitz systems of equations [10,7,6,11,19,16]. The circulants
are that subset of the Toeplitz matrices with first row .c0 c1    cn−1/ and last row
.c1 c2    cn−2 cn−1 c0/. It is well known [12] that if F is the discrete fourier trans-
form and C is circulant then F−1CF is diagonal. That is, DF is the set of circulant
matrices and is, in fact, the oldest non-trivial diagonal space of which we are aware.
The projection: Since DT is a subspace of Cnn we can reformulate our problem
as follows. Let P.A/ V Cnn ! DT be the orthogonal projection of A into the
diagonal space of T . Clearly
P.A/ D argmin
OP2DT
kA− OP kF;
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since P.A/ is that element of DT which is closest to A in the Frobenius norm. Let
fign−1iD0 be some basis for DT , MiC1;jC1 D ..i; j //n−1i;jD0 and bi D .i; A/. Then
P.A/ DPn−1iD0 cii; where .ci/n−1iD0 solves the system
Mc D b: (2)
See, for instance, [13, p. 12].
To reduce the computational complexity of generating b we need a sparse basis.
To decouple Eq. (2) we need an orthogonal basis. Usually, these needs will be in
conflict.
Finally, generating the preconditioner via the basis expansion is too expensive.
Fortunately the diagonal form of the preconditioner can be computed from its first
row at the same computational cost as applying T to a vector. (See [5, Proposition
2.1].) If the basis for our diagonal space is sparse, the first row can often be generated
from c in O.n/ operations as we will see.
The following lemma was proved independently in [4] and [15]. It shows that all
of the preconditioners described in the next section are at least as well conditioned
as the matrix A itself.
Lemma 1 (Conditioning of the preconditioner). Let T be unitary, and A be positive
definite. Suppose that P D argmin OP2DT k OP − AkF: Then P is positive definite and
.P / 6 .A/:
Proof. Recall that the condition number of a positive definite matrix A is given by
.A/ D max=min, where max and min are the largest and smallest eigenvalues of
A, respectively.
Since the Frobenius norm is invariant with respect to multiplication by a unitary
matrix we have k OP − AkF D kD − T AT kF where OP D TDT : Therefore
P D T diag.T AT /T :
Letmax D max.T AT /ii andmin D min.T AT /ii so that .P / D max=min:
Sincemax D vAv for some v andmin D uAu for some u, it follows immediately
that
min 6 min 6 max 6 max;
which concludes the proof. 
Remark 1. The above result remains true for non-unitary T as long as DT D DQ
for some unitary Q. For example, if T D QD; D diagonal, or T D QDP where P is
a permutation matrix, thenDT D DQ:
Remark 2. In fact, given two non-singular transforms T1 and T2, their diagonal
spaces are identical precisely when T1 D T2DP for some D and P as above.
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3. Diagonal space sampler with projections
In this section we describe the projection of an arbitrary matrix A onto the diag-
onal space of each of the eight trigonometric transforms described in [15]. We adopt
the same naming scheme used therein.
To avoid pointless repetition we will describe the projection in detail for the DST1
only. The essential information for the other transforms is summarized in Tables 1
and 2.
Notation. We fix the meanings of the following symbols here. Let Z be the upshift
matrix zi;iC1 D 1; zi;j D 0 otherwise,  D .1; 2; : : : ; 2/T; and e D .1; : : : ; 1/T:
Let toep.v/ and hank.v1; v2/ be, respectively, the symmetric Toeplitz matrix whose
first row is given by v, and the Hankel matrix whose first row is v1 and last row is v2.
Let ei be the vector with one in the ith position and zeros elsewhere, with the added
convention that ei is the zero vector if i 6 0: Finally, let  be the “parity permutation
matrix”. That is, if n is even then
.1 2 3    n− 2 n− 1 n/T D .1 3    n− 1 2 4    n/T
and similarly when n is odd.
Lemma 2. Suppose thatM D .mij / 2Rnn is symmetric and that whenever i; j; k
are distinct we have mik=mjk D rij : Then M D D C T for some diagonal D;
real ; and some vector  D .1; b2; : : : ; bn/T:
Proof. We will construct ;  andD: Take bk D
Qk−1
iD1 riiC1
−1
for k D 2; : : : ; n
and observe that T D .aij /ni;jD1 hasthe property aik=ajk D rij D mik=mjk
Table 1
T pth basis matrix for DT , p 6D 0
DST1 toep(epC1)− hank(ep−1; en−pC2/
DST2 toep(epC1) − hank(ep; en−pC1/
DST3 toep(epC1) + hank(−ep−1; en−p)
DST4 toep(epC1) + hank(−ep; en−pC1)
DCT1 toep(epC1) + hank(epC1; en−p)
+
p
2− 2
 
e1eTpC1 C epC1eT1 C en−peT1 C eneTn−p

DCT2 toep (epC1) + hank (ep; en−pC1)
DCT3 toep(epC1) + hank(epC1;−en−pC2)
+
p
2− 1
 
e1e
T
pC1 C epC1eT1

DCT4 toep(epC1) + hank(ep ; en−pC1)
For p 6D 0 this table gives the pth element of our basis for the diagonal space of each of the transforms
listed. The zeroth element is the identity. The information contained herein is essentially the same as in
Table 7 of [15].
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Table 2
T M First row
DST1 .nC 1/

diag./− T 0
0 2I − 4eeT

I − Z2
DST2

n diag./ −2eT
−2eT nI

I − Z
DST3 n diag./ .I − Z2/
−.1−p2/en
DST4 n diag./ I − Z
DCT1 .n− 1/

diag./C T 0
0 Z.diag./C T/Z
 p
diag./
DCT2

n diag./ 2eT
2eT 2nI

I C Z
DCT3 n diag./
p
diag./
DCT4 n diag./ I C Z
The second column gives the matrix to be inverted (after conjugation by  ) to compute the projec-
tion onto the diagonal space of the transform named in the first column. Once the vector c is known
multiplying on the right by the matrix in the third column gives the first row of the preconditioner.
whenever i; j; and k are distinct. Therefore, there is a real number such thataik D
mik whenever i 6D k: For definiteness take  D m1n=a1n: Finally, since M and T
agree in all off diagonal elements, takeD D M−T to complete the construction.

Remark 3. Observe that when Mij D ..i; j //ni;jD1 the condition given above
becomes .i; k/=.j ; k/ D rij whenever i; j and k are distinct. Also, when M D
D − T then
M−1 D

I C 
1− TD−1D
−1T

D−1
by the Sherman–Morrison–Woodbury formula [20,14, pp. 123, 124], whenever
TD−1 6D 1:
First discrete sine transform (DST1). Let S1 be the first discrete sine transform.
Then f0 D I g [ fp D toep.epC1/ − hank.ep−1; en−pC2/gn−1pD1 is a basis for DS1 .
This basis was implied by the parameterization given in [2] and was first described
explicitly in [5].
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It is easily shown that .i; j / D 0 if i and j have opposite parity. Thus1
M D T

Mo 0
0 Me

:
Moreover when i and j are distinct and of the same parity we have
.i; j / D
−2 if i D 0 or j D 0;
−4 otherwise:
By Lemma 2 and Remark 3 we have
Mo D D − T and Me D 2.nC 1/I − 4eeT;
whereD D .nC 1/ diag./.
Thus we have
M−1o D D−1

I C nC 1
2
TD−1

and
M−1e D
1
2.nC 1/.I C 2ee
T/
so that
M−1 D T

M−1o 0
0 M−1e

; c D M−1b
and the first row of the preconditioner is c.I − Z2/:
Clearly if b D ..i; A//n−1iD0 is known then M−1b is computable in O.n/ opera-
tions. In general, the computation of b in the right-hand side of Eq. (2) requires O.n2/
operations; however when A has some special form, for instance if A is Toeplitz,
Hankel, or banded then this computation is also reduced to O.n/ operations.
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